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How to get from London City
Airport to London

Comparison of transport systems from London City
(LCY) to London

London City Airport, a modern and distinct air travel center, is situated right in the middle of
London. The airport is about 14 kilometers (8.5 miles) to the east of the city center. This

smart location doesn't just make travel quicker for passengers, but it also brings
extraordinary convenience for those who have important work meetings in the heart of the
city. The airport being close to important parts of the UK's capital city makes it a top pick for

business travelers aiming to make the most of their time.

Constructed during the later part of the 1980s, London City Airport was formally inaugurated
in 1987. One of its main qualities is its location – it's placed near the financial district, in the
Royal Docks region of Newham, East London, which provides remarkable closeness to the

city center. Annually, the airport handles millions of travelers, contributing to London's
reputation as a global travel hub.

A lot of passengers often find it challenging to figure out how to get from London City
Airport to London. Navigating the transition from the airport to central London is a central
aspect of a smooth journey for many travelers. This comprehensive guide outlines all the
available transportation options, highlighting the unique advantages of each option. As

travelers set off from London City Airport towards the city center, they have various options
for getting there, such as: trains, buses, and taxis. Among these, the London City Airport
Taxi. While some might think private taxis are very expensive, the truth is that they offer a
good balance of being affordable and flexible. Using a dedicated taxi service is simpler than
dealing with public transportation, where travellers might need to switch between modes or

follow schedules.

Booking a private taxi is an easy process that asks the customer to fill out the dedicated
booking form on the London City airport taxi booking page.

Route by car from London City Airport (LCY) to
London: around 14 km (8.5 miles) from the city

center
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Comparison between different means of
transport

Private Taxi

25£
DLR Train

20£

Tube
(underground)

7£

Bus

7£

40 minutes 25 minutes 40 minutes 45 minutes

Available: 24/7,
every day of the

year

Available: every
30 minutes

Available: every
10/15 minutes

Available: every
20/30 minutes

Taxis details Train details Bus details Bus details

https://www.taxileader.net/london-city-airport-taxi.html?aid=2148
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/dlr/
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/tube/
https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/buses/


From London City Airport to London city
center by private taxi

Talking about transportation options, both public and private taxis serve as vital choices for
travelers seeking efficient and convenient means of getting around. When considering the
benefits of private taxi services, there are many elements to consider that can significantly

influence a traveler's choice.

The advantages offered by a private taxi service are many, and include a fixed price, which
means that the fare does not change depending on traffic congestion or route alteration. This

ensures that passengers are aware of the cost upfront, making budgeting and financial
planning easier. In contrast, public taxis typically rely on taximeters that calculate fares
based on distance and time spent in traffic. This can lead to unexpected fare increases

during congestion, or extra-fees.

One of the other features of private taxis is the free Meet and Greet service. Travelers are
welcomed with a personalized sign displaying their name, right inside the airport, in the

arrivals hall. On the other hand, public taxis lack this personalized greeting, and the waiting
ends up in long queues.

Normal fares for traveling with a private
transfer service

Provided here, is the regular fare for a private taxi from London City Airport to the
central area of London. It's important to note that this expense might vary due to elements

such as number of passengers, and selected vehicle category. To acquire the precise
pricing, customers can fill out the online form on our page dedicated to London City Airport

Taxi services.

Prices for a London City Airport taxi
From London City Airport to the passenger’s Hotel in London (up to 4

seats)

The price starts from 101£ (25£ for each person) for a 4-seater private
vehicle.

From London City Airport to the passenger’s hotel in the center of
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London (up to 8 seats)

The price starts from 117£ (15£ for each person) for an 8-seater private
vehicle.

From London City Airport to the passenger’s Hotel in London (up to 11
seats)

The price starts from 236£ (22£ for each person) for an 11-seater private
vehicle.

From London City Airport to the passenger’s hotel in the center of
London (up to 16 seats)

The price starts from 253£ (16£ for each person) for a 16-seater private
vehicle.

How the Taxi Service at a fixed price works

1. The private transfer service is accessible every day of the year, anytime you require
it. Book in advance by filling out the online form. (Available 24h every day)

2. Convenient airport pick-up. Passengers can enjoy an efficient pick-up right from
within London City Airport. Passengers can skip the long lines, since the assigned
driver will be waiting in the arrivals hall, holding a sign with the customer’s full name.

3. Private taxis offer the option to pay in advance, during the booking process,
ensuring a fixed price and avoiding any inconvenient cash transactions. (Easy

payment process).

4. Travel time from London City Airport. The typical journey takes around 1 hour and 20
minutes. Once the passenger is in the taxi, you can relax and enjoy a comfortable ride

through the streets of London.

The advantages of a private transfer service



Free meet and greet service

One of the main characteristics of private taxis is the Meet and Greet
service. Travelers are welcomed with a personalized sign displaying their

name, eliminating the need to search for the driver.

Fixed price

Private taxis operate on a fixed pricing structure, which guarantees that
the fare remains the same, regardless of traffic conditions. This ensures
that passengers are aware of the cost upfront, making budgeting and

financial planning easier.

Cost transparency

The transparency associated with private taxi services is a significant
advantage. Passengers know the exact cost of their ride before they even
step into the vehicle, offering peace of mind and preventing any surprises

24/7 availability

Airline schedules sometimes have flights very early in the morning or
really late at night. During these times, public transportation might not be

operational. These taxis are available all day and night.

Tips about the taxi service

Reservations

Pre-book in advance
For travelers opting for a private taxi, it's recommended to pre-book the ride at least 24h in
advance from the pick-up time. This approach guarantees that a designated driver will be

awaiting their arrival at the airport. Pre-booking eliminates the need for passengers to search
or wait for a taxi upon landing.



Traffic congestion

Consider traffic and timing
When using a private taxi, travelers should take into account the potential impact of traffic
conditions and journey time. Depending on the time of day, traffic congestion can vary
significantly. To ensure timely arrival at their destination, passengers should consider

potential delays.

Payments

Pay in advance
The payment is to be done in advance, in order to fix the price. It is possible to use credit
card, PayPal or bank transfer, so there will be no need to withdraw money and use cash.

The driver will not accept any payment in any form.

Personalized service

Communicate special requests
Passengers with specific needs or special requests should communicate these details during
the booking process. Whether requiring assistance with luggage, child seats, or addressing

mobility concerns, it is important to provide this information in advance.

Airport taxi from London City to central London
Avoid the over-crowded public transportation and book a private transfer service to get from

London City Airport to the heart of the UK's capital.

BOOK NOW A PRIVATE TAXI TRANSFER FROM LONDON CITY
AIRPORT

From London City to the traveler’s hotel in
central London by Docklands Light Railway

(DLR)

The Docklands Light Railway (DLR) offers an efficient alternative mode of transportation for
travelers seeking to journey quickly from London City Airport to various destinations within
London's city center. The DLR is an automated modern rail system that provides a fast

connection between the airport and key locations in the city center.

https://www.taxileader.net/london-city-airport-taxi.html?aid=2148&lang=en
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The DLR ride starts at London City Airport station and passes through picturesque
waterfronts and urban landscapes, connecting travelers to Canary Wharf, Bank, Tower
Gateway, and other relevant destinations. The journey offers a unique perspective of
London's diverse neighborhoods, combining efficient transport with scenic views.

But even with the DLR flying directly into central London, most passengers still need other
means of transport to get to their final accommodation. When they arrive at the station, they
may have to choose between a bus or the subway to get there. This change can be a bit

difficult, especially if they carry heavy luggage or have children with them. The
recommended decision for those traveling with elderly people or bringing medium/large pets
is to book a private taxi. Another factor that should not be forgotten but is of fundamental

importance is safety: Early in the morning or late at night, the risk is higher, so it is advisable
to book a London City Airport transfer to avoid any possible danger. However, there is a
way to make things easier. They can always reserve a private taxi to take them from the

station to their final destination.

Map of the route on the DLR from the London City
Airport

Essential information

01 Ticket pricing
The DLR functions within London's fare zones. The price of the trip changes based on the

zones the passenger travels through. The cost might also be different based on the person’s
age (child, adult, or senior). The customer has different options for paying the ticket: Oyster

cards, contactless payments, and mobile apps.



02 Travel duration
The DLR is well-known for its speed; in fact, the travel time for the standard travel from
London City Airport to the city center is approximately 25 minutes. This rapid connection
makes the DLR an advantageous choice for people looking to reach the heart of the city

quickly.

03 Schedule
The DLR operates throughout the day, offering regular and frequent service to its

passengers. Trains typically run every 15 minutes, making the wait time minimal. The service
is operational starting from early in the morning, usually around 5:30 AM, and continuing
until late night, often concluding around midnight. This great schedule is able to help
travelers arriving or departing from London City Airport at various times of the day.

The advantages of using the DLR train service

Direct connectivity

The DLR connects London City Airport to key central locations, such as
Canary Wharf, Bank, and Tower Gateway. This characteristic reduces

travel complexity.

Extended working hours

The DLR operates from 5:00 AM until late night, which allows travelers
with uncomfortable flight schedules to find a good transport option

available.

Speed

The DLR is known for its speed, making it an excellent choice for
travelers in a hurry. With minimal stops and dedicated tracks, it offers a

direct route, reducing travel time and increasing convenience.



Scenic views

The DLR route passes through typical urban landscapes, providing
passengers with impressive views of the city. Travelers can enjoy a

unique perspective of London's buildings and neighborhoods.

Eco-friendly travel

The DLR's electric-powered trains make it an environmentally-friendly
conscious choice for travelers. Opting for the DLR helps reduce carbon
emissions, aligning with sustainable travel choices and contributing to the

reduction of the carbon footprint.

Useful advices when using the DLR train service

Payment

Use contactless payment methods
It is advisable to prefer contactless payments such as Oyster cards, contactless debit/credit
cards, or mobile payment apps to pay for the ticket. Also, ensure the payment card or device

is topped up with sufficient funds to avoid any complications.

Timing

Timing matters
While the DLR offers frequent service, it's a good idea to consider the timing of your journey.
If you're traveling during rush hours, trains might be busier. Planning the journey avoiding

peak hours can result in a more comfortable and spacious ride.

Routes and stops

Check the route and stops
It's advisable to arrive at the station a bit early, especially during peak travel times and in
particular for those who have not purchased the ticket in advance. This gives the traveler
enough time to buy tickets, find the correct platform, and board the train comfortably,

avoiding as much as possible any last-minute rush.



From London City to central London by
Underground (Tube)

Navigating the route from London City Airport to the city center of London can be quite an
adventure, in particular for those that are not used to the busy city atmosphere. Thankfully,
there's a simple solution at hand: the London Underground, better known as the Tube.

Managed by Transport for London (TFL), this vast network of tunnels offers a direct path to
central London.

The Tube's interlinked lines offer travelers a quick connection from the airport to many
centric locations within the city center. With stations and clear maps, the Tube offers an

accessible experience suitable for both foreigners and locals.

Route by underground from London City airport to
London City center

General information

01 Tube ticket prices and purchase
London Tube ticket prices vary based on the travel zones and the type of ticket chosen.
Passengers can easily purchase tickets at Tube station ticket machines or through
contactless payment methods like Oyster cards and contactless debit/credit cards.



02 Key stops
The Tube covers many significant stops within central London. Some of the most important
ones include Covent Garden, Leicester Square, Oxford Circus, Piccadilly Circus, and
Westminster. These stops grant travelers easy access to the most important landmarks,
cultural attractions, and business districts.

03 Tube schedules
The Tube operates on a regular schedule that ensures minimal waiting time for passengers.
Trains generally run every 5 minutes during peak hours and every 10 minutes during
off-peak times. Services usually begin around 5:30 AM and conclude around midnight.

04 Journey time
Journey times vary depending on the route and the number of stops. On average, the Tube
journey from London City Airport to central London takes approximately 40 minutes.

The advantages of using the Tube system

Avoidance of traffic congestion

One of the main advantages of the Tube is its immunity to the
unpredictable traffic that often blocks the city. Unlike other transportation
options, the Tube allows people to easily travel the city, unaffected by
traffic. This means that travelers can rely on consistent journey times,

making it an ideal choice for many.

Extensive network and connectivity

The Tube offers an extensive network of lines that cover almost every
corner of London. With strategically placed stations, it provides

unmatched connectivity, allowing passengers to reach their destinations
with minimal transfers



Regular and frequent service

Another relevant advantage of the Tube is its regular and frequent
service. Trains run at high frequencies, especially during peak hours. This
reliability makes it easy for people to plan their journeys and respect their

itineraries.

Useful advices when using the Tube System

Thieves

Stay aware of pickpockets and thieves
While the Tube is a safe and reliable option, it's advisable to remain vigilant against

pickpockets and potential theft. Crowded stations and trains can provide opportunities for
such incidents. To protect the belongings, it is better to keep the valuables secure, preferably
in front of you. Stay aware of the surroundings and be cautious when in densely populated

areas.

The Gap

Mind the Gap
The distinctive "Mind the Gap" announcement you'll hear when boarding and disembarking
the Tube serves as a reminder to be aware of the empty space located between the train
and the platform. When moving in and out the train, ensure to step onto the platform safely.

Updates

Check for service updates
Before embarking on your Tube journey, take a moment to plan the route and check for any

service updates or changes. Being informed about potential changes can help avoid
unnecessary delays.



From London City to central London by
public bus

There are public bus services available from London City Airport to different parts of London.
These services represent an alternative choice for travelers looking to reach their

destinations within the city. The bus routes from the airport connect it to different parts of
London, offering a cost-effective option. Buses are a popular choice for those who prefer a
more calm travel, or for those whose destinations are not directly accessible by other modes

of transportation.

Travelers can find information about specific bus routes, schedules, and fares on the
Transport for London (TFL) website. It's important to check the schedules and routes in

advance to ensure that the bus service aligns with the travel plans.

Route by public bus from London City airport to
London City center

https://tfl.gov.uk/modes/buses/


General information

01 Bus ticket price
Bus ticket prices within London are generally consistent, regardless of the specific route.
Travelers can use contactless payment methods, or mobile apps to pay for the fares. The
cashless approach ensures cost savings compared to purchasing paper tickets.

02 Bus lines
Several bus lines travel from London City Airport to important places in the city center. Some
recommended lines include: 474 (that connects the airport to Canning Town, providing
access to the Jubilee Line of the London Tube) and 473 (that links the airport to Stratford
International station, offering access to the London Overground and DLR).

03 Bus schedules and frequency
Bus services in London operate on regular schedules, ensuring that travelers have frequent
transportation. Buses used to run every 20 minutes during the day. Services usually begin in
the morning, around 5:30 AM, and continue until around midnight.

04 Journey time
The journey time on bus routes can vary based on traffic conditions and the route taken. On
average, the journey from London City Airport to the city center takes around 45
minutes, although this can be longer during peak traffic periods.



The advantages of using the public bus

Proximity to hotels and accommodations

One of the useful advantages of the public bus service is the potential to
have a stop that is conveniently located near the passenger’s hotel or
accommodation. Buses have multiple stops, including in important

neighborhoods and popular hotels. This can consistently simplify the last
part of the journey, since the person is not obligated to walk a lot to reach

their final destination. This level of accessibility can be especially
beneficial for those traveling with luggage.

Scenic landscape

Unlike the Tube or the DLR, traveling by bus allows the passenger to take
in the sights and sounds of London's streets and neighborhoods. People
have the chance to see with their own eyes the city's diverse architecture,

streets, and local life.

Cost-effective travel

Opting for the public bus provides a cheap way to travel from the airport
to the city center. Bus fares are usually more affordable compared to
other transportation options and this offers a budget-friendly choice.

Authentic local experience

Taking the bus grants the opportunity to immerse in the local culture and
environment of London. The passenger has the unique chance to witness
the flow of daily life, local shops and cafes, and catch glimpses of the

city's residents. This authentic experience can enrich the travel
adventure, offering insights into the city beyond the tourist attractions. For
those looking for a more immersive and genuine visit to London's local

vibe, the public bus is the best choice.



Useful advices when using the public bus service

Pickpockets

Stay vigilant against pickpockets
While buses are generally safe, it's wise to pay attention to pickpockets. Crowded buses can

offer opportunities for such incidents, that is why it is advisable to keep your belongings
within sight.

.

Punctuality

Importance of punctuality
Buses in London are renowned for their punctuality and adherence to schedules. It's

important to be punctual and arrive at the bus stop a few minutes before the departure time.

Timing

Plan timing
While buses are known for their punctuality, it's still advisable to consider potential traffic
conditions and plan the timing accordingly, especially when traveling during peak hours.

Questions and Answers regarding the different
mode of transportation from London City Airport

What is the distance from London City Airport to London?

London City Airport is located 14 kilometers (8.5 miles) to the east of the
city center

What is the fastest option?

The best option for those who want to quickly reach the UK’s capital



center from London City Airport is to book the DLR train service. The
journey time is around 20 minutes, which makes the train the fastest

choice.

What is the cheapest option?

The cheapest option is the Tube, with a cost of only 7£ for each person.

What is the most convenient option?

The most convenient choice is the London City Airport taxi, that can be
booked in advance online. A private transfer provides a professional

and punctual drivers who are able to take the customer to their
destination quickly without compromising on comfort.

Transport from London City Airport to your
accommodation in the centre of London

London City airport Taxi
Book in advance a private transfer service from London City Airport directly to your

destination in the heart of the UK's capital. Trust a professional and punctual service at a
fixed cost.

BOOK A TRANSFER FROM LONDON CITY AIRPORT
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